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People talk a lot about how cop procedural shows are all copaganda, but I 
feel like medical procedural shows quietly do a lot of heavy lifting to 
convince americans that our healthcare system is just fine actually
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Back when House was the big medical show, I wanted a
companion series about all the patients and how they 
handled the million dollar bills they received for dozens 
of exotic diagnostic tests and consult fees from random
out of network specialists.
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My fav was when House spent like an entire season in a psychiatric 
hospital, the whole time I kept wondering "who the heck is paying for this?"
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· 21hKeith Edwards �KEdwardK
I mean, the entire premise of the show was, "Hello, it is I, the walking 
insurance liability, and my very large team of hench doctors." The HR 
person at that hospital must've been a basket case.
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Right?! Like, they would have needed an entirely separate legal department 
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to deal with all the malpractice lawsuits.
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